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ABSTRACT. The theoretical calculations of the complexes formed by pyrazine (PZ) with hypohalous acids
(HOX; X= F, Cl, Br and I) have been carried out at the MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p) computational level. PZ and HOX
molecules could have three different types of interactions including hydrogen bond (N∙∙∙H) and halogen bonds
(N∙∙∙X, ∙∙∙X). The nature of halogen atom has a small effect on the hydrogen bonds, whereas it imposes a great
impact on the halogen bond interactions. The strength, properties and nature of interactions were analyzed using
natural bond orbital (NBO) and atoms in molecules (AIM) theories.
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INTRODUCTION
Noncovalent interactions play an extensive and important role in drug optimization,
supramolecular assembly, crystal engineering, reaction selectivity and molecular biology [1-4].
Undoubtedly, hydrogen bond (HB) is still one of the most important intermolecular interactions
and its formation is mainly due to the electrostatic interaction, together with the induction and
dispersion interactions [5, 6].
Recently, a growing amount of experimental and theoretical evidence has demonstrated that
halogen bonds (XB) interactions play a key role in a wide variety of chemical systems such as
biochemistry and medicinal chemistry [7-9]. Because they are often involved in protein-ligand
interactions that are either biologically detrimental, as in the case of interactions involving
organohalogens found in the environment, or beneficial because of their potential usefulness in
the design of novel ligands that interact with proteins in a very specific way [10, 11]. Extensive
studies have shown that many properties of the halogen bond are analogous to those of the
hydrogen bond [12-14]. For example, concerning strength, halogen bonds are comparable to
hydrogen bonds and thus a competition may occur between them, thus in recent years much
attention has been paid to it [9, 15-17].
Hypohalous acids (HOX, where X is F, Cl, Br, and I) are a very interesting class of
compounds because their structure allows them to participate in both HB and XB interactions
[18-22]. Both types of interactions are of importance for the understanding of the above
chemical and biological processes. More importantly, they provide a good model to study the
competition between HB and XB [19, 23-25]. In general, the HB complexes are more stable for
HOCl and HOBr while the XB isomers are more stable for HOI. These compounds play an
important role both in atmospheric chemistry involved in catalytic cycles in the seasonal
depletion of the ozone layer in the stratosphere [26-28] and pathophysiological processes [29].
HOXs are unstable and readily form OX radicals in the atmosphere and they appear as
reservoirs and sinks of OX radicals in atmospheric chemistry [28]. Thus, the chemical instability
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of HOXs makes it difficult to experimentally study their properties. The HOXs are only stable in
solution, only hypofluorous acid (HOF) was obtained pure in the condensed phase where X-ray
analysis revealed the infinite angular O–H―O chains [30]. In addition, they, as powerful
oxidizing agents can participate in oxidation, epoxidation and hydroxylation processes [31, 32].
The HOXs present lower acidities than hydrohalic acids HX (X = F, Cl, Br, and I); however,
they are more acidic than water [33]. A number of studies have characterized the hydrogen
bonded cluster formed by the HOXs with themselves [34-36] or with other molecules [18, 21,
37-39]. The structures, properties and interaction nature in these complexes have been
understood with the natural bond orbital (NBO) and atoms in molecules (AIM) theories.
On the other hand, pyrazine (hereafter, denoted as PZ) is a heterocyclic aromatic organic
compound with the chemical formula C4H4N2. PZ is a symmetrical molecule with point group
D2h, its derivatives such as phenazine are well known for their antitumor, antibiotic and diuretic
activities [40]. To the best of our knowledge, neither theoretical nor experimental data regarding
the structural information of the interaction of PZ with any of the HOXs is available in the
literature. In the absence of experimental information, a theoretical analysis of the existence of
such complexes and their properties appear to be in order. The present work reports a detailed
examination of the stabilities, electronic structure, and vibrational frequencies of these
complexes.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Geometry optimizations of the monomers and complexes were performed at the MP2 method
[41] with the 6-311++G(2d,2p) [42] basis set for all atoms, except iodine, for which the def2TZVPP [43] basis set was used. Harmonic vibrational frequency calculations were used at the
same level of theory to identify the local minima structures on the potential energy surfaces and
to obtain zero-point vibrational energy (ZPVE). The interaction energy (∆E) was calculated as
the difference between the total energy of the complex and the sum of total energies of the
monomers. The basis set superposition error (BSSE) was estimated with the counterpoise (CP)
method of Boys and Bernardi [44] to correct the interaction energy. The natural bond orbital
(NBO) method [45] was used to analyze the interaction of the occupied and empty orbitals via
procedures contained within Gaussian 03 [46]. The electron density topological analysis based
on the theory of atoms in molecules (AIM) for all the complexes were performed at the MP2/6311++G(2d,2p) computational level using the AIM2000 program [47]. All calculations were
carried out using the Gaussian 03 package [46].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of geometry optimizations (stabilization energies, binding distances, vibrational
stretching frequencies and structures) for the PZ and its complexes with HOX (X = F, Cl, Br and
I) molecules are given in Tables 1–4 and Figure 1. Regarding the methods of electron donation
from PZ to HOX, two models interactions were considered.
The first is PZ:HOX-A in which PZ could have either hydrogen bond (PZ:HOX-A-HB) or
halogen bond (PZ:HOX-A-XB) interactions with HOX molecules, Figure 1. For the second one
(PZ:HOX-B) we could only optimize the XB interactions. In model A, interactions were carried
out using N electron lone pairs of PZ, but in the model B -electrons of PZ roles out as electron
donor. The binding distance, hydrogen and halogen bond angle of respective complexes, and
changes in the O-H and O-X bond lengths are given in Table 2. The N···H, N···X and ···X
distances are in the ranges of 1.752–1.769 Å, 2.519–3.021 Å and 3.100– 3.182 Å, respectively.
The given values are smaller than the sum of the van der Waals radii of the respective atoms
(2.6 Å for H and N atoms, 2.9 Å for F and N atoms, 3.3 Å for Cl and N atoms, 3.5 Å for Br and
N atoms, 3.6 Å for I and N atoms, 3.5 for C and Cl atoms, 3.6 for C and Br, 3.8 for C and I).
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The H···F distance almost amounts to the sum of the van der Waals radii of the H and F atoms
(2.5 Å for H and F atoms). This confirms the presence
presence of the H···N hydrogen bond in PZ:HOX
PZ:HOXA-HB (X = F, Cl, Br, I); and also the X···N (X = F, Cl, Br, I) and the X··· (X = Cl, Br, I)
halogen bond interactions in the PZ:HOX-A-XB
PZ:HOX
and PZ:HOX-B
B complexes, respectively. For
the HOF only the PZ:HOF--A structures
es could be optimized. The interaction energy is a
convincing measurement for the stability of studied complexes.

Figure 1. Optimized structures of the complexes between PZ-HOX
PZ HOX (X = F, Cl, Br and I) at the
MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)
311++G(2d,2p) computational level.
According to the interaction energies (Table 1), the stabilities of PZ:HOX-A-HB
PZ:HOX HB (X = F,
Cl, Br) complexes are greater than PZ:HOX-A-XB
PZ:HOX
and PZ:HOX-B, but in the case of X = I the
PZ:HOI-A-XB
XB is more stable than PZ:HOI-A-HB
PZ:HOI
and PZ:HOI-B.
B. Hydrogen bonding in
PZ:HOX-A-HB
HB complexes were not influenced by X atom, considerably, thus their stabilization
energies are close together. The H···N distance in PZ:HOF-A-HB
PZ:HOF HB is longer than other PZ:HOX
PZ:HOXA-HB (X = Cl, Br and I) complexes. It is in line with its stability and this
this subject has been
demonstrated in the HB complexes of hypohalous acids previously [39, 48]. This might be
attributed to the nature of O–X
X bonds, since O–F
O F bond is a covalent, polarized bond, while other
O–X
X bonds are of electron donor–acceptor-type
donor
with the halogen donating electron density to
the valence shell of oxygen [19, 49]. There is a good linear correlation coefficient between the
change of the H∙∙∙N
∙∙∙N distance and interaction energy (SEcorr.) in PZ:HOX-A-HB complexes
(Figure 2).
However, in the XB
B complexes, with an increase in the mass of halogen, there is an increase
in both the electron density at the bond critical point and stabilization energy. According to the
concept of σ-hole
hole (the region of the positive potential on the outermost region of a halogen’s
surface) which is used to explain the halogen bonding, a halogen atom with positive σ
σ-hole
interacts more effectively with the sites rich in electron. Therefore, a halogen atom with more
positive σ-hole
hole forms a stronger halogen bond interaction.
interactio Since Br has a larger atomic radius
than that of Cl, the effective nuclear charge of Br on valence electrons decreases and its σ
σ-hole
becomes stronger and more positive. As a result, the halogen bonding of Br and its complex
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become stronger and more stable than those of Cl. The same is true for iodine and bromine.
Thus, the strength of the XB increases as follows: F < Cl < Br < I, and iodine forms the
strongest XB (Table 1). This trend also could be related to the role of atomic quadrupoles (zz)
on the halogen atoms in the XB complexes [50]. The quadrupole of the halogen atoms increases
in the order of F < Cl < Br < I. Thus stabilities of XB complexes are in agreement with the
sequence given for zz of the halogen atoms, Figure 3. Regarding Table 2, the H–O bond is
elongated in PZ:HOX-A-HB, shortened in the PZ:HOX-A-XB except in PZ:HOF-A-HB and
remained constant in the PZ:HOX-B. The X–O bond is lengthened in XB complexes and
contracted in HB ones except in PZ:HOF-A-HB which it shows a small elongation. Table 3
presents stretching frequencies of HOX as well as the H–O and O–X band shifts. In the free
HOX molecules the stretching frequencies of the H–O and X–O bonds were appeared around
3797–3806 and 590–954 cm-1, respectively.
Table 1. Uncorrected stabilization energy (SEuncorr.), BSSE and stabilization energy corrected with BSSE
and ZPE (SEcorr.)a all in kcal mol-1 at the MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p) levelb.

Complex
PZ:HOF-A-HB
PZ:HOCl-A-HB
PZ:HOBr-A-HB
PZ:HOI-A-HB
PZ:HOF-A-XB
PZ:HOCl-A-XB
PZ:HOBr-A-XB
PZ:HOI-A-XB
PZ:HOCl-B
PZ:HOBr-B
PZ:HOI-B

ZPE
1.60
1.55
1.51
1.44
0.41
0.78
0.80
0.84
0.37
0.38
0.35

BSSE
1.91
2.12
2.07
2.33
0.62
1.88
2.02
2.98
1.23
1.56
2.41

SEcorr.
-7.27
-7.57
-7.36
-7.35
-0.64
-3.53
-6.4
-9.13
-1.59
-1.88
-2.78

a

SEcor

= SEuncorr + BSSE+ZPE. bFor I atom, the def2-TZVPP pseudopotential basis set was adopted.

d(N···H)/Å

r

SEuncorr.
-10.78
-11.24
-10.94
-11.12
-1.67
-6.19
-9.22
-12.95
-3.19
-3.82
-5.54

SEcorr. (kcal/mol)

Figure 2. Plots of N∙∙∙H distances versus interaction energies (SEcorr.) in PZ:HOX-A-HB
complexes.
Description of the HOX and PZ frequencies shift in HB versus XB complexation seems
interesting. The O–X stretching frequencies show 5–11 cm-1 blue shifts in PZ:HOX-A-HB but
-9 to -68 cm-1 red shifts in the PZ:HOX-A-XB complexes. On the other hand, in agreement with
stabilities of adducts while blue shifts of O–X in the PZ:HOX-A-HB is not much sensitive to the
X function but red shifts of this bond increased for heavier X atoms considerably.
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Quadrupole (X)/ea02
Figure 3. SEcorr.versus quadrupole for PZ:HOX-A-XB complexes.
Table 2. Binding distances (R/Å), bond lengths (r/Å) and their changes (∆r/Å), of respective complexes
calculated at the MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p) level.
Compound
HOF
HOCl
HOBr
HOI
PZ:HOF-A-HB
PZ:HOCl-A-HB
PZ:HOBr-A-HB
PZ:HOI-A-HB
PZ:HOF-A-XB
PZ:HOCl-A-XB
PZ:HOBr-A-XB
PZ:HOI-A-XB
PZ:HOCl-B
PZ:HOBr-B
PZ:HOI-B

R1
N∙∙∙H
1.769
1.752
1.762
1.767
N∙∙∙X
3.021
2.546
2.519
2.566
C=C∙∙∙X
3.100
3.132
3.182

R2
-

rH-O
0.967
0.966
0.966
0.966

∆rH-O
-

rO-X
1.436
1.719
1.848
1.990

∆rO-X
-

θ
-

H∙∙∙X
2.492
-

0.990
0.991
0.991
0.990

0.023
0.025
0.025
0.026

1.442
1.713
1.839
1.980

0.006
-0.006
-0.009
-0.010

171.3
175.1
178.1
174.0

0.967
0.965
0.965
0.964

0
-0.001
-0.001
-0.002

1.439
1.746
1.887
2.027

0.002
0.028
0.039
0.037

167.4
177.5
178.1
178.1

-

0.966
0.966
0.966

0
0
0

1.725
1.857
2.000

0.006
0.009
0.010

168.1
168.1
169.2

In contrast the H–O stretching frequencies displayed -479 to -525 cm-1 red shifts in the
PZ:HOX-A-HB but 10–19 cm-1 blue shifts in the PZ:HOX-A-XB (X = Cl, Br, I) complexes. In
PZ:HOX-B small red shifts (-2 to -4 cm-1 for H–O and -17 to -19 cm-1 for O–X) were observed.
The red shift of H–O in the PZ:HOX-B complexes can be due to the charge transfer of
lpX→*C=C, which leads to the decrease of the s-character in the oxygen hybrid orbital of the
O–H bond, thus leading to the red shift of its stretching frequency. The N∙∙∙H bands in PZ:HOXA-HB appeared at 199–221 cm-1 and it decreased with an increases in the mass of X atom. Also
the N∙∙∙X band in PZ:HOX-A-XB complexes observed in the range of 30–105 cm-1 and it
increased with an increases in the mass of X. There is a good linear relationship between the
electron densities (ρ) at the N∙∙∙X BCPs with the rO-X/Å and O-X/cm-1 in the PZ:HOX-A-XB
complexes (Figure 4).
Regarding the PZ:HOX-B, the stretching frequencies of their ∙∙∙X bonds are in the range of
76–84 cm-1. As shown in Table4, the stretching frequencies of C=N (CSym, Csym) and
C=C (CC) of PZ in the PZ:HOX-A-HB show blue shift (5–14 cm-1) with complexation. It is
clear that lpNσ*OH intermolecular charge transfer decrease the intensity of lpN*
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intramolecular transitions, so they lead to these blue shifts in PZ:HOX-A-HB complexes. In
PZ:HOX-A-XB system the stretching frequencies of C=N and C=C bonds for X = F remained
unchanged since no significance lpN*OF charge transfer was occurred. But for X = Cl, Br,
and I the lpN*OX charge transfers leads to blue shift of C=N and C=C bonds (2–16 cm-1)
which this shift for  CSym are greater than other ones. Eventually in PZ:HOX-B the Csym
and  CC show small red shift while CSym shows blue shift with complexation. There is a
good correlation between the ∙∙∙X distance with the stabilization energy (SEcorr.) and rO-X/Å in
the PZ:HOX-B complexes (Tables 1, 2).
Table 3. Unscaled vibrational frequencies (, cm-ˡ) with corresponding intensities (values given in
parenthesis, km mol-1) and frequency shifts (, cm-1) of [PZ:HOX] complexes at the MP2/6311++G(2d,2p) level.
Compound
HOF
HOCl
HOBr
HOI
PZ:HOF-A-HB
PZ:HOCl-A-HB
PZ:HOBr-A-HB
PZ:HOI-A-HB
PZ:HOF-A-XB
PZ:HOCl-A-XB
PZ:HOBr-A-XB
PZ:HOI-A-XB
PZ:HOCl-B
PZ:HOBr-B
PZ:HOI-B

H-O
3797(49)
3803(83)
3801(92)
3806(116)
3318(1435)
3278(1670)
3292(1702)
3294(1691)
3797(54)
3813(85)
3812(93)
3825(109)
3799(88)
3797(37)
3804(133)

∆H-O
-479
-525
-509
-512
0
10
11
19
-4
-4
-2

O-X
954(1)
730(11)
628(15)
590(23)
959(4)
739(9)
643(12)
599(21)
945(0.38)
664(112)
560(120)
541(126)
712(28)
609(37)
573(51)

∆O-X
5
9
11
9
-9
-66
-68
-49
-18
-19
-17

Y∙∙∙X
30(8)a
93(12)a
98(16)a
105(15)a
77(2)b
84(2)b
76(1)b

N∙∙∙H
221(15)
213(10)
205(8)
199(8)
-

a

Y=N; b Y=C

Figure 4. Relationship between the electron densities at the N∙∙∙X BCPs with the  O-X (a) and
rO-X (b) in the PZ:HOX-A-XB complexes.
AIM ANALYSIS
The atom in molecules (AIM) theory [47] was applied here to analyze the characteristics of the
intermolecular bond critical points (BCP) in the studied complexes. The topological parameters
including the electron density (ρ), Laplacian of electron density at BCP (∇²ρBCP), and the energy
density (Hc) at BCP which is the sum of the kinetic electron energy density (GC) and the
potential electron density (VC), (HC = GC + VC), derived from the Bader theory also indicate the
nature of interaction. The electron density (ρ) had a positive correlation with bond strength, that
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is, the ρ was bigger (smaller), and the bond strength was stronger (weaker). The ∇²ρBCP reflected
the characters of bond, and the negative value of the Laplacian of the electron density at BCP
(∇²ρBCP < 0) determined the concentration of the electron charge in the region between the nuclei
of the interacting atoms and is typical of covalent bonds-shared interactions. In the case of the
∇²ρBCP > 0, there was a depletion of the electron charge between atoms, indicating that there is an
interaction of closed-shell systems like ions, van der Waals interactions, or H-bonds. Therefore,
when the ∇²ρBCP < 0, there was no doubt about its covalency (from the AIM theory point of
view). When HC < 0, we have an H-bond or van der Waals interaction while HC > 0 returns to
bonds with a covalent in character. Also, the -GC/VC ratio specifies the nature of interactions.
Hence, the value of -GC/VC can indicate the character of interactions which is covalent or noncovalent in their natures. If such a ratio is greater than one, (-GC/VC > 1), the interaction is noncovalency.
Table 4. Unscaled vibrational frequencies (, cm-ˡ) of C=C and C in free PZ and their [PZ:HOX]
complexes with the frequency shifts (, cm-1).
Compound

CC

PZ
PZ:HOF-A-HB
PZ:HOCl-A-HB
PZ:HOBr-A-HB
PZ:HOI-A-HB
PZ:HOF-A-XB
PZ:HOCl-A-XB
PZ:HOBr-A-XB
PZ:HOI-A-XB
PZ:HOCl-B
PZ:HOBr-B
PZ:HOI-B

∆ CC

1603
1614
1613
1613
1612
1603
1605
1606
1607
1599
1596
1594

C

∆C

C

∆C

sym

sym

Sym

Sym

5
5
5
5
-1
4
5
3
-1
-2
-3

1340
1351
1351
1352
1354
1340
1348
1352
1356
1346
1347
1347

11
11
12
14
0
8
12
16
6
7
7

1549
1554
1554
1554
1554
1548
1553
1554
1552
1548
1547
1546

11
10
10
9
0
2
3
4
-4
-7
-9

Table 5. Topological parameters for the complexes between PZ andhypohalous acids (HOX, X= F, Cl, Br
and I) at the MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p) level.
bcp

ρ

2

- Gc

Vc

-Gc/Vc

Hc

PZ:HOF-A-HB

N∙∙∙H

0.0447

0.0961

-0.0308

-0.0376

0.8194

-0.0068

PZ:HOCl-A-HB

N∙∙∙H

0.0468

0.0972

-0.0322

-0.0401

0.8029

-0.0079

PZ:HOBr-A-HB

N∙∙∙H

0.0457

0.0968

-0.0315

-0.0388

0.8115

-0.0073

PZ:HOI-A-HB

N∙∙∙H

0.0455

0.0970

-0.0315

-0.0387

0.8131

-0.0072

PZ:HOF-A-XB

N∙∙∙F

0.0057

0.0250

-0.0054

-0.0046

1.1791

0.0008

PZ:HOCl-A-XB

N∙∙∙Cl

0.0308

0.1039

-0.0248

-0.0236

1.0513

0.0012

PZ:HOBr-A-XB

N∙∙∙Br

0.0379

0.1112

-0.0288

-0.0299

0.9648

-0.0011

PZ:HOI-A-XB

N∙∙∙I

0.0425

0.1072

-0.0310

-0.0352

0.8804

-0.0042

PZ:HOCl-B

C∙∙∙Cl

0.0104

0.0369

0.0076

-0.0059

1.2836

0.0017

PZ:HOBr-B

C∙∙∙Br

0.0121

0.0387

0.0083

-0.0070

1.1903

0.0013

C∙∙∙I

0.0141

0.0417

0.0093

-0.0081

1.1437

0.0012

Complex

PZ:HOI-B

If (0.5<-GC/VC < 1), the interaction is partly covalent character in its nature and if it is less
than 0.5 (-GC/VC < 0.5), the interaction is covalency. The molecular graphs and values of
topological parameters for each intermolecular BCPs of complexes are presented in Table 5.
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The values of electron densities at BCP for the N∙∙∙X in PZ:HOX-A-XB and ∙∙∙X in PZ:HOX-B
becomes greater with an increase in X atomic mass, which is in accordance with the changes of
stabilization energy and confirming the stronger halogen bond. It also concludes that the
halogen bond in PZ:HOX-A-XB was stronger than that in PZ:HOX-B. The electron density at
BCP of the N…H in PZ:HOX-A-HB becomes smaller with the increase of X atomic number,
exception in PZ:HOF-A-HB which has minimum electron density. The PZ:HOX-A-HB
complexes have ∇²ρBCP > 0, HC < 0, and -GC/VC  0.81 thus they are hydrogen bonds with a weak
covalency in their nature. In the PZ:HOX-A-XB complexes, the PZ:HOF-A-XB and PZ:HOClA-XB have ∇²ρBCP > 0, HC > 0, and -GC/VC > 1 as result they have a purely closed shell XB,
whereas ∇²ρBCP > 0, HC < 0, and -GC/VC  0.9 corresponding to PZ:HOBr-A-XB and PZ:HOI-AXB indicate that they have XB interactions with partially covalent character in their nature.
Regards ∇²ρBCP > 0, HC > 0, and -GC/VC > 1 for PZ:HOX-B complexes, therefore they show noncovalent XB interaction with purely closed shell characteristics. In the PZ:HOX-A-HB
complexes (X = Cl, Br and I), the N∙∙∙H bond distances become larger with the increase of the X
atomic mass, which it corresponds to the weaker N∙∙∙H hydrogen bond, and this is consistent
with the values of electron densities at the N∙∙∙HBCPs (ρH∙∙∙C) as well as with their vibrational
frequencies (N∙∙∙H). Figure 5 shows the linear correlation between the electron densities (ρ) at
the N∙∙∙H BCPs with the stabilization energies (SEcorr.) and interatomic N∙∙∙H distances in
PZ:HOX-A-HB complexes.

Figure 5. Relationship between the electron densities at the N∙∙∙H BCPs with the interaction
energies (a) and N∙∙∙H distances (b) in PZ:HOX-A-HB complexes.
NBO ANALYSES
To detailed analysis of the charge-transfers, we performed natural bond orbital (NBO)
calculations [45] for the minima found on the studied HB and XB complexes (Table 6). The
PZ:HOX-A complexes were associated with an orbital interaction between the lone pairs in the
electron donor (lpN) and the antibonding orbitals (*O-H and *O-X) in the electron acceptor
molecule. While in the PZ:HOX-B, complex formations are associated with an orbital
interaction between the bond in the electron donor (C=C) and the antibonding orbital in the
electron acceptor (*O-X ) as well as lpX in HOX as electron donor and *C=C in PZ as electron
acceptor. The NBO analysis stresses the role of intermolecular orbital interaction in the
complex, particularly charge transfer. The second-order perturbation energy (E2) can be taken as
an index to judge the strength of intermolecular interactions. Table 5 shows the main orbital
interactions corresponding to each type of interactions which is present in the complexes.
The large lpN→ *O-H and lpN→*O-X (X = Cl, Br and I) orbital interactions were observed
in the PZ:HOX-A complexes, which can be used to explain the elongation and red shift of their
O–H and O–X bonds. The lpN→*O-H orbital interaction becomes smaller with increasing X
atomic number in HB complexes and give weaker N∙∙∙H bonds. Whereas in XB types the
lpN→*O-X orbital interaction raised as the X atomic number increases and lead to stronger
N∙∙∙X halogen bonds. The lpX→*C=C and C=C→*O-X (X = Cl, Br and I) orbital interactions in
Bull. Chem. Soc. Ethiop. 2017, 31(2)
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the PZ:HOX-B complexes becomes larger with increasing of X atomic number. This can be
responsible for the elongation and red shift of the O–H and O–X bonds. In all complexes, the
charge transfers are in agreement with the stabilization energies. According to Table 6, with an
increase in X atomic number, the charge transfer decreases in the HB, whereas it increases in the
XB complexes.
Table 6. Second-order perturbation energies (E2, kcal mol-1), charge transfer (CT, e) of the PZ-HOX
complexes at the MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p) level.
Complex
PZ:HOF-A-HB
PZ:HOCl-A-HB
PZ:HOBr-A-HB
PZ:HOI-A-HB
PZ:HOF-A-XB
PZ:HOCl-A-XB
PZ:HOBr-A-XB
PZ:HOI-A-XB
PZ:HOCl-B
PZ:HOBr-B
PZ:HOI-B

E12ª
29.38
29.91
28.31
25.16
0.11
12.69
22.66
34.37
2.96
4.91
6.91

CT
0.0394
0.0393
0.0383
0.0324
0.0023
0.0287
0.0500
0.0587
0.0029
0.0083
0.0126

E22ᵇ

0.30

0.78
1.32
2.15

a
E1 corresponds to lpN→*O-H orbital interaction in PZ:HOX-A-HB, lpN→*O-X orbital interaction in PZ:HOXA-XB and C-C→*O-X orbital interaction in PZ:HOX-B.
b
E2 corresponds to lpF→*C-H orbital interaction in PZ:HOF-B and lpX→*C-C orbital interaction in PZ:HOX-B.

CONCLUSIONS
Complex pairing of pyrazine with hypohalous acids carried out via HB and XB interactions.
Except to HOI, in other HOX molecules HB interactions are stronger than the XB. The HB
complexes show blue and red shift for the X–O and H–O stretching frequencies, respectively. In
the XB complexes the X–O stretching frequencies had red shift while the H–O stretching
frequencies displayed blue shift in PZ:HOX-A-XB but red shift in PZ:HOX-B. The C=N and
C=C bonds of PZ in PZ:HOX-A systems show blue shift with respect to free PZ molecule. In
PZ:HOX-B the  Csym and  CC show small red shift while CSymshows blue shift with
complexation.
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